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banana plantations in Cameroons. This move promoted the fact that certain areas of product
like that of Njombe-Penja became the exclusive preserve of the PHP group. This large gr
increased its concession over vast hectares of land in and around Njombe-Penja, produ
mainly bananas and pineapples to the EU market, and pepper sold in local markets. 
Cameroon Development Corporation (CDC) came with a project that allowed Delmonte
manage the Likomba banana plantations in Tiko. 

Actors in the Cameroon Banana economy

The production of dessert bananas in Cameroon is extremely concentrated; in the recent p
four firms produced virtually all bananas exported from the country: the Societè des Plantat
du Haut Penja (PHP), Cameroon Development Corporation (CDC), BOH Plantations Lim
(BPL) and the Société des Plantations de Mbanga (SPM), 

The Plantation du Haut Penja group is the largest operator, with 57% of total Cameroon ban
exports in 2010, and a share that remained above 40% between 1994 and 2003. The group 
combination of two companies, PHP itself and SBM. PHP is entirely owned by the Compag
Fruitière, a French-American company owned by the French Fabre family (60%) and by D
(40%). PHP controlled 51% the SBM Company, with Cameroon investors and the Italian f
Simba owning the remaining 13% and 36% respectively. Compagnie Fruitière has been pre
in Cameroon since the early 1980s; it is a major player in the banana sector in other countrie
the region, mainly Ivory Coast and Ghana. Though the main activity of PHP remains 
cultivation and exportation of bananas, it also involved in the exportation of flowers and pep
from Cameroon. According to the Corporate Social Responsibility Report of La Compag
Fruitiere, all PHP bananas are GlobalGAP and ISO14001 certified while 800 out of the 3 
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hectares it farms and four of its packing facilities are Fair Trade certified; PHP bananas also m
Tesco‘s ‗Nature‘s Choice‘ quality standards, a private standard that is more strict t
GlobalGAP in terms of the chemicals that can be used. PHP is strongly pushing for 
introduction of an ‗African‘ label for high-quality bananas from the West African reg
(Cameroon, Ivory Coast and Ghana), an umbrella quality assurance certification to be use
conjunction with private firm labels. PHP pays its employees a salary that is significantly ab
the minimum wage. Compagnie Fruitière owns ripening facilities in several European count
and in African Express Line (AEL), a sea shipping company operating a reefer fleet. PHP i
the process of expanding banana production by increasing its farmed land by almost 25%. PH
currently providing, on a contractual basis, CDC and BPL, the only two other firms produc

bananas in the country, with technical assistance in the field. In addition, Compagnie Fruit
handles, on a commission base, all BPL exports and part of those by CDC(Ouma & Jag
2010). 
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As a current student on this bumpy collegiate pathway, I stumbled upon Course Hero, where I can

find study resources for nearly all my courses, get online help from tutors 24/7, and even share my

old projects, papers, and lecture notes with other students.
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Kiran
Temple University Fox School of Business ‘17, Course Hero Intern

I cannot even describe how much Course Hero helped me this summer. It’s truly become something

I can always rely on and help me. In the end, I was not only able to survive summer classes, but I

was able to thrive thanks to Course Hero.
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Dana
University of Pennsylvania ‘17, Course Hero Intern

The ability to access any university’s resources through Course Hero proved invaluable in my case. I

was behind on Tulane coursework and actually used UCLA’s materials to help me move forward and

get everything together on time.
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